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Ron Edwards
From:

MatthewW53@aol.com

Sent:

Sunday, June 05, 2011 5:56 PM

To:

ronwsd@3rivers.net

Subject:
Attachments:

Fwd: Big Sky Water and Sewer District
Big Sky Water and Sewer District (2.58 MB)

Ron,

I checked the DNRC data base for any water right through which Big Sky could be supplying Yellowstone Club. I
couldn't find any.
Attached again are the abstracts of the Big Sky water rights, and in those instances in which they have been decreed
by the Water Court, relevant pages of the underlying statements of claim. Each water right, as you know, has a place of
use denominated by legal description. You will find those descriptions in the "place of use" section of each decreed water
right and permit.

Having said that, you really can't read a place of use description as authorizing the use of water anywhere within the
stated legal description. For example, if a water right specifies a place of use as the NWNWof Section 35. that only
means that the particular use that water was appropriated for is within that 40 acres. It doesn't mean that the water right
covers uses within that 40 acres that were not contemplated at the time an application for permit was filed with the DNRC,
or at the time of the appropriation confirmed by the Water Court, even if such uses are within the "purpose of use" of the
water right. Indeed, you will note that the permits implicitly apply this principle by delineating on the bottom of the water
rights the particular subdivisions covered by that permit.

It is because of this principle that it is likely that the Yellowstone Club use is not covered by any of Big Sky's water
rights. The Yellowstone Club was not even planned at the time Big Sky secured these appropriations.
Now, you may decide that other users aren't likely to discover this omission so long as the place of use of the

Yellowstone Club being served by Big Sky is within the decreed or permitted place of use of the relevant water right of Big
Sky for that well. However, when I pulled the Yellowstone Club water rights (attached as separate file), I don't think you
have such an overlap, as the place of use of the Yellowstone Club water rights have different legal descriptions than those
of Big Sky.
Having said all this, any omission may be easier to cure than the ordinary water right problem, so long as at least one
of the Yellowstone Club's water rights covers the area actually being served by Big Sky. (In other words, I am assuming

that Big Sky's deliveries were prompted by cost savings attendant to drilling wells and laying pipe exclusively by the
Yellowstone Club) .1 say this with some concern, because dealing with the DNRC is to my experience always difficult,
and often expensive.

However, none of the Yellowstone Club's water rights have been perfected. In other words, the permits issued by the
DNRC to the Club have not been "finalized" by actual application of the water to use. When this happens, the DNRC
does not apply the historic use or historic consumptive use doctrine to the change of water right.

Thus, the only question would be whether the use of the relevant Big Sky well has an effect on surface water tributary
to the Gallatin that is predominantly seasonal. In other words, the DNRC will want to treat the Yellowstone Club's water
rights as ifthey had a constant effect of the Gallatin year round, as the wells use water in a deep fractured bedrock aquifer
at some remove from surface water systems. So long as the relevant Big Sky well is also at this remove, there can't be
any adverse affect from the change in point of diversion.
I am not oblivious to the dangers of trying to change a water right that according to the DNRC's view of the world is outof-priority. However, 1think that trying to police this in a change of water right proceeding is a stretch for even the DNRC.
Matt Williams

Williams & Jent, PLLC
506 E. Babcock

Bozeman, Montana 59716

(406) 586-1373

The information in this e-mail may be confidential or otherwise subject to the attorney-client privilege. Ifyou are not the
1

intended recipient, please contacttlie sender bytelephone or otherwise return this message and any appended
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Ron Edwards
From:

MatthewW53@aol.com

Sent:

Monday, May 23, 2011 3:26 PM

To:

ronwsd@3rivers.net

Subject:

Re: Project Summary doc

Ron.

Here is a digest of issues that can come up with filing the change applications.

First, it simply draws attention to these water rights. Even a 1905 water right is in priority, except in the wettest years,
until only around July 10th. The water commissioner for the Galiatin is now administering the Water Court's decree for the
Gallatin. This means he has begun integrating diversions out of tributaries to the Galiatin with the Galiatin

mainstem. This is what he supposed to be doing. Sooner or later, someone may well notice that your West Fork rights
are pumping out-of-priority. When that happens, the water commissioner is likely to shut you down. Filing a change
application may advertise a situation that we want to avoid just now. There is no way to be precise about this risk. Note
that someone may want to ask the question of whether the new recreational pond still makes sense if water is not
available to that pond after July 10th.
Second, the DNRC process is terribly onerous. The agency will want to do two things: 1) limit each right to historic
use, and 2) limit each right to historic consumptive use. This is arguably proper for the change to the recreation pond. It
probably isn't proper for the change that just relocates the point of diversion for your pumps to an off-stream ditch leading
to the pond. You don't need to determine historic use and historic consumptive use to determine whether a change In
point of diversion only will adversely affect other users. However, it will take litigation with the DNRC to sustain this
position.
The risk here is dependent upon the details of the change. First, In the event that the DNRC accepts what the Atkins
Group Is characterizing as historic use, there is probably little reason for concern. It is conservatively high. In other
words, it is unlikely that actual diversions as measured at the headgate were in excess of this number. As a
consequence, there Is little reason to try to protect a paper water right.

Historic consumptive use raises a more difficult risk. We need actual pump records. Conceptually, pumping through
pipelines for sprinkler irrigation risks only around 15% of the water right. Sprinklers are often so efficient that the very
large percentage of water Is consumed, either by the plants that water Is applied to. or by evaporative loss in the
application. We should compare what is being pumped with the calculations by Atkins. Even ifthe total volume of historic
consumptive use works for us, note that we are going to have a problem with the DNRC's mechanical application of the
doctrine. What the DNRC does Is take the volume historically consumed, and prorates it at a constant diversion over the
irrigation season. Most golf courses 1have seen don't pump water 24/7, as people are actually playing golf. As a
consequence, we are going to have convince the DNRC to back off Its mechanical approach, even if the total volume Is
something you can live with.
Please note that the priority date problem with the water rights can come front and center in the historic consumptive
use phase of the DNRC review. If the DNRC is aware that water rights stay in priority on the Gallatin in typical years only
ifthey are senior to 1889, the DNRC will try to limitthe total historic consumptive use to spring months. This will sharply
reduce the number, and correlatlvely it will mean that significantly more acres must be retired under the existing right to
answer to the new wetland use.

I'm sorry I can't be more precise. At the minimum, we need an agreement to recover costs, and we need to be able to
pull the plug if something unanticipated happens in the DNRC process.
We do need to go to lunch sometime. The latest from the DNRC Is that a water and sewer district cannot get a permit
for a new use for lands outside its boundaries. Yes, I know what the statute says about the authority of districts to
contract for water outside Its boundaries, and no, I cannot understand how the DNRC believes that contracting outside
one's boundaries is prohibited.
matt Williams

Williams &Jent, PLLC
506 E. Babcock

Bozeman, Montana 59715
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